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I. Read the following sentences and identify the concrete and abstract nouns. 

1. The freedom fighters fought for our freedom. 

2. I was impressed by the intelligence of the child. 

3. After dinner, Ali felt pain in his stomach. 

4. The tourists were amazed by the beauty of the country 

5. The idea was given by our English teacher. 

6. The soldier was awarded for his bravery. 

7. The boy could not contain his happiness when he got sweets. 

8. During lockdown, children suffer from boredom. 

9. Sonia broke her promise. 

10. Jeet felt great love for his grandfather.  

 

II. Using the following words make sentences of your own. 

1. Bravery  2. Misery   3. Belief  4. Dream    

5. Determination 

 

III. Guess the following compound nouns with the help of the clues given. 

Compound nouns :Nouns made by putting two words together. 

a. A small cake baked in a cup shape is called   : ___________ 

b. A chair that moves on wheels is called   : ___________ 

c. A person shaped figure made out of snow is called : ___________ 

d. The light from the moon is called    : ___________ 

e. A large container for bathing is called    : ___________ 

 

 



IV. Fill in the blanks with the right collective nouns. 

HINT: Pack, gaggle, flock, swarm, school 

a. As we picnicked by the lake a _________ of geese, came over to us. 

b. We watched in awe as a ______ of bees moved from flower to flower. 

c. My uncle has a _______ of sheep on his farm. 

d. In the movie, a ________ of fish moved from ocean to ocean. 

e. In the forest at night we can hear the distinct call of ______ of wolves. 

  

V. Read the following passage and answer the following questions. 

Mahatma Gandhi was a great son of India. He fought for the freedom of India.He believed in 

truth and non violence. Here is an interesting incident from his life . One day, as Gandhiji was 

boarding a train, one of his shoes slipped and fell on the track below. He was unable to take it 

back as the train was moving. Gandiji  quickly took off his other shoe and threw it on the track, 

close to the first. When his companion asked him why he did so?” Gandhiji smiled and said, 

“ The poor man who finds the shoes lying on the track, will now have a pair he can use”. 

Answer the following questions. 

1. Who was Mahatma Gandhi? 

2. What did Gandhi believe in? 

3. How did his slipper fall on the track? 

4. Why couldn’t Gandhiji  take the shoe? 

5. Why did Gandhiji throw the other shoe on the track? 


